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At its eighth session^ the Executive Board decided "that the first day of 

the technical discussion should be devoted to a general presentation of the 

economic value of preventive medicine/ to Ъе followed on the next day or days by 

more detailed discussion of the methodology of health protection to local areas 

as determined by the health, social and economic needs of these areas 

In making the necessary preparation for the technical discussion at the 

Fifth World Health Assembly
;
 a working party was set up in the secretariat and 

an outline of information to serve as background material for the discussion on 

methodology of health protection to local areas was prepared. Member governments 

have been requested to submit this background information before the end of 

February 1952 which will be analyzed and conipiled for the reference of delegations 
2 

before coming to the Assembly. 

Based on the background information received from member governments^ a 

suggested agenda for the discussion vill Ъе presented for consideration by the 

Assembly. 

Concerning the general presentation of the "Economic Value of Preventive 

Medicine"^ the Director-General vishes to report that the study made last year 
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 Off.Бес, World Hlth Org. 7, Resolution In this resolution 
the Board invited the Regional Conmiittees to consider the advisability of 
holding technical discussions on matters of regional interest

#
 ！Phis 

suggestion was drawn to the attention of the Committees which met in 1951; 
the Regional Committees for the Americas and the Western Paci f ic decided 

• that such discussions will Ъе held at their subsequent meetings. 
For details see documents ЕБ9/21 Eev.l and EB9/13 Eev^l, 
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 C.L.51； I95I； 0D2-1-Fifth
;
 dated 2k September 1951• 
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Ъу Professor С.-Е^А. Wins low on the subject, has now been printed as one of the 
！ 'i

:

 i 

WHO Monograph Series under the title "The Cost of Sickness and the Price of 

Health", This monograph is being distributed to the member governments and 

vill be used as a basic document in presenting the subject to the Assembly• 

It is suggested that an opening session of the technical discussion Ъ© held 

at an evening session in order to present the subject of economic value of 

preventive medicine, It is further suggested； in order to present the views on 

the economic and social aspects of the subject adequately^ that one or more 

speakers in the socio-economic field, known to have an interest in health problems 

may Ъе invited in addition to the author of the monograph• This evening 

session might perhaps be opened to a wider audience Ъу special invitation In order 

to stimulate public interest in the subject, 

, i s proppsed that the following three days be devoted to the detailed 

discussion on methodology of health protection of local areas. In view of the 
• * 

experience during the technical discussion at the Fourth World Health Assembly/ 

and in order to facilitate free and spontaneous expression of views in the 

diseussions
;
 each group should probably be limited to not more than 20 participants 

Othervise； the procedure used in the technical discussion at the Fourth World 

Health Assembly would Ъе followed. 


